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Extend third-party patching capabilities
to your SCCM server.

Highlights
Automate third-party patching with Microsoft SCCM

Patch Connect Plus integrates with SCCM server to

Customize third-party patches to comply with

automate patching of over 250 third-party applications and

organizational policies

to manually publish via SCUP catalog. You can now

Get the complete list of patches and system-wise

manage all the 3rd party patches from SCCM using a

reports of the client machines in a single console using

dedicated plugin without having to switch between

the plugin for SCCM.

consoles.

The beauty of Patch Connect Plus lies in pairing their Central
Repository and seperate vendors to yours SCCM infrastructure
to automatically patch all your third-party applications.

Joseph Moody
MVP in cloud &
data center management

Patch Connect Plus is an integration software that helps users patch third-party applications (over 250 non-Microsoft
apps) with their existing Microsoft SCCM server. You can customize your deployment and view the complete SCCM
deployment data. Patch Connect Plus also provides an option to publish patches via SCUP catalog. With the latest
SCCM Plugin, users now can access and deploy the entirety of third-party applications supported by Patch Connect
Plus directly from the SCCM Console.

Microsoft MVP and an SCCM expert, recommends
Patch Connect Plus to supercharge third-part patching.
Prajwal Desai
An SCCM experts &
Microsoft MVP

Native plug-in for SCCM

Customized deployment

Avoid filtering through the complete list of third-party

Get a wide option of customization for the patches before

applications in SCCM Console to get your applications patched.

deployment. These include skipping the deployment process if

This plugin lists down all the third-party updates along with the

the application is running. You can also restrict the application

complete system-wise reports of all the client machines.

from showing the icon in the start menu, adding shortcut and

Obtain reports on system health status as well as system

application icon in the start menu and providing an option to

vulnerability.

uninstall the superseded patches.

Security and personal data privacy

Extensive third-party software catalog

Offers data protection, breach notification and ensures that no

Extend the Microsoft SCCM patching to over 250 third-party

personal data is retained; Patch Connect Plus now adheres to

applications to ensure that all your important non-Microsoft

the privacy policies of GDPR.

applications get patched.

Support for SCUP Catalog

Deployment Data

Automate third-party patching functions for SCUP. Publish

Get complete SCCM deployment data that lists down the client

patches to the WSUS server via Microsoft SCUP.

machines based on criteria like Installed patches, missing
patches and failed installations.

System Requirements

Supported browsers

The minimum hardware requirements of the machine for Patch

Patch Connect Plus requires one of the following browsers to be

Connect Plus installation includes the following:

installed:

Processor - Intel Core i3 (2 core/4 thread) 2.0 Ghz 3 MB cache

Microsoft Internet Explorer 11.0 and later versions

RAM Size - 2 GB

Mozilla Firefox 44.0 and later versions

Hard Disk Space - 10 GB

Google Chrome 47.0 and later versions

System version - only 64-bit machine

WSUS supported OS

WSUS Version

Supported OS

Windows server 2016

10.0.14393.x

Windows 10, Windows Server 2016.

Windows server 2012 R2

6.3.9600.x

Windows 8.1, Windows Server 2012 R2.

Windows server 2012

6.2.9200.x

Windows 8, Windows Server 2012.

Windows server 2008 R2 & below

3.x

Windows 7, Windows vista, Windows XP, Windows Server 2008 R2 & below

Pricing
ManageEngine is an innovative producer of Enterprise IT
Management Software, offering the high-end functionality of
large network management frameworks at cost-effective prices
to enterprises globally. With more than 40,000 Customers
Worldwide, including 3 out of every 5 Fortune 500 companies,

Patch Connect Plus for Microsoft SCCM
Fully automated patching using SCCM infrastructure.
Starts at $595 for 100 computers.
Patch Connect Plus for Microsoft SCUP

we are the fastest growing alternative to traditional network

Readily available updates to patch via SCUP catalog.

management frameworks.

Starts at $175 for 100 computers.
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